INTRODUCTION
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL) reported for standard test problem MST2 that TRAC-P Version 5.4.15 signal-variable values differ from their componentdata values output to the TRCOUT and TRCGRF files. The signal variables that were investigated have their additional signal-variable input data for file MST2 shown in Table I . On graphics parameter-vs-time plots, the signal-variable values lead their component-data values initially. At end-of-problem times 9300 to 10,000 s, the plotted signal-variable values were shown to diverge from their componentdata values for the gas volume fraction, phasic and mixture mass flows, and phasic velocities. Los Alamos was asked to investigate why this difference exists between signal-variable values and their component-data values in the TRCOUT and TRCGRF files of TRAC-P.
TESTING
Looking at the plotted results, we suspected the signal-variable values lead their component-data values because the signal variables are defined at the beginning of the timestep, and the component-data values are defined at the end of the timestep for a given end-of-timestep problem time output edit. This would cause the observed difference between values. The observed divergence between the signal variable values and their component-data values at the end of the problem could be due to this beginning/end-of-timestep defining difference, plotting only even-or odd-numbered timestep results and timestep oscillatory divergence in the numerical solution after being evaluated with a timestep of -100 s at a material Courant number of 1000 for >8000 s of problem time. Table I1 for signal variables 401 to 408 and their corresponding component 4 data.
Note that in Table I1 all beginning-of-timestep signal-variable values for a given timestep are the same as their end-of-timestep component-data values from the previous timestep. Their values are consistent for the same point in time. The TRCGRF file plots signal variables at the end-of-timestep time even though they are defined at the beginning-of-timestep time. This causes their values to be shifted one timestep forward making them appear to be inconsistent with their component data.
The MST2 test problem was evaluated a second time with TRCGRF-file graphic edits every timestep for problem times 0 s to 4 s and 7000 s to 10,000 s. 
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